Introduction

7
Here, we used the Rosenzweig-MacArthur model as a baseline nonstoichiometric model because 143 this model is one of the most studied models used to investigate the effects of temperature and 144 nutrient enrichment on community dynamics ( predictions of the Rosenzweig-MacArthur model. We thus used our extended MacArthur model to predict the effects of warming and nutrient enrichment on population 156 dynamics and biomass distribution across trophic levels and compared these predictions with the 157 predictions of the nonstoichiometric Rosenzweig-MacArthur model. We particularly addressed 158 two questions: (i) How do stoichiometric constraints modulate the effects of enrichment and 159 warming on community stability and persistence? and (ii) How do stoichiometric constraints 160 modulate the effects of enrichment and warming on biomass distribution across multiple trophic 161 levels? 162 8
Methods: Population dynamic models 163
The Rosenzweig-MacArthur (RM) model. 164 Rates of change of the consumer and resource biomass densities ̇ and ̇ depend on their respective 165 biomass densities C and R (g.m -3 ): 166
(1) 167
168
The population growth rate of the resource is given by the logistic equation where r is the resource 169 maximum growth rate and K is the resource carrying capacity. The population growth rate of the 170 consumer is equal to its feeding rate multiplied by its assimilation efficiency e (i.e. the fraction of 171 resource biomass converted into consumer biomass) minus a loss term associated to metabolic 172 losses m. The feeding rate of the consumer C depends on the density of its resource R and follows 173 a Holling type II functional response, with consumer-resource attack rate a and handling time h. 174
Our choice for a type II functional response is motivated by a meta-analysis reporting that most 175 consumers feed on their prey following a saturating type II functional response rather than a linear 176 type I or a sigmoidal type III functional response (Jeschke et al. 2004) . 177
178
In the RM model, consumer and resource population growth rates are only limited by nutrient or 179 resource density. Nutrient enrichment is assumed to increase resource carrying capacity, which 180 often leads to the well-known paradox of enrichment where populations fluctuates up to extinctions 181 (Rosenzweig 1971) . Nevertheless, this model considers neither nutrient dynamics nor temporal 182 variations of resource stoichiometry and their consequences on population dynamics. To 183 circumvent these limitations of the RM model, we extended it to better consider nutrient dynamics, 184 resource stoichiometry and the way they can affect resource and consumer population dynamics. 185
186
The Stoichiometric Rosenzweig-MacArthur (SRM) model. 187
We derived a stoichiometric extension of the Rosenzweig-MacArthur consumer-resource model 188 with additional stoichiometric and temperature dependencies of several biological rates. We 189 considered two stoichiometric constraints: one on the resource population growth rate, and the 190 other on the consumer assimilation efficiency (see below for more details). These stoichiometric 191 constraints have been observed for several consumer-resource pairs suggesting that they are core 192 components of species growth and interactions (Sterner & Elser 2002 remineralisation. The total amount of nutrients in the system (Ntot) is then a measure of nutrient 200 enrichment. In contrast to the very high plasticity in C:N or C:P exhibited by autotrophs, 201 heterotrophs regulate elemental composition within narrower bounds, even when consuming food 202 with large variation in elemental composition (Andersen & Hessen 1991; Sterner & Hessen 1994 ; 203 Andersen 1997; . In other words, the elemental homeostasis is much stronger for 204 consumers compared to primary producers. We thus assumed the nutrient quota (i.e. the nutrient 205 to carbon ratio) of the consumer QC to be conserved whereas the one of the resource QR is flexible 206 over time with the only constraint that QR > 0. As in the RM model, rates of change of the consumer 207 and resource biomass densities ̇ and ̇ depend on their respective carbon biomass densities C and 208 R (gC.m -3 ), except that the resource population growth rate follows the Droop equation (Droop 209 1974) given by r(1-Qmin/QR)R and is now limited by QR relative to the minimum nutrient quota 210
From the nutrient conservation equation (eqn 3) we obtain = − . The intuitive 215 interpretation is that the resource nutrient quota QR changes instantaneously with the density of the 216 resource population R and with the density of the nutrient stored in the consumer biomass QCC, to 217 maintain nutrient balance (see Text S1 for details). 218
219
Stoichiometric constraint on the consumer population growth rate 220
In the RM model, the growth rate of the consumer population only depends on resource density. 221
We relaxed this assumption by making the population growth rate of the consumer dependent on 222 both resource quality (i.e. nutrient quota) and quantity (i.e. biomass density). In the SRM model, 223 consumer production is also limited by resource quality as the consumer assimilation efficiency e 224 is a saturating function of resource nutrient quota QR: 225
The intuitive interpretation of eqn. 6 is that resource quality is not a limiting factor for consumer 227 growth as long as the nutrient content of the resource is superior to the nutrient content of the 228 consumer (i.e. QR > QC). In other words, e(QR) is at its maximum for QR > QC and proportional to 229 QR for QR < QC. By replacing e by e(QR) in eqn. 5, we obtain the SRM model. where Topt is the temperature at which the rate g reaches its minimum or maximum, s is the function 251 width and g0 is a parameter-specific constant calculated at Topt. The minus-sign corresponds to 252
Gaussian functions and the plus-sign to inverted Gaussian functions. 253
254
Model parameterisation and simulations 255
To parameterise the models we assumed the resource and consumer species to be a unicellular 256 freshwater algae and a Daphnia grazer, respectively. The choice for this system was motivated by 257 the good characterization of both the stoichiometric parameters and thermal dependencies for this 258 system (Andersen 1997 Table S1 and Fig. S1 for further details) . more experimental evidence are needed to verify this assumption. We then simulated the consumer-271 resource dynamics for 1000 days to enable the system to reach an attractor (either an equilibrium 272 point or a limit cycle) before we assessed the final state. Therefore, for each model, we simulated 273
combinations of environmental conditions (401 temperatures by 60 nutrient concentrations). 274
Initial biomass density of each species was set to 0.98 times its equilibrium density in the two-275 species system (calculated by solving for the two-species equilibrium, using either eqns 1-2 for 276 model RM or eqns 3-5 for model SRM). The value of 0.98 was chosen to be (1) close enough to 277 equilibria to avoid extinctions caused solely by transient dynamics and (2) not exactly the 278 equilibrium value to probe the stability of the equilibrium. Any population falling below the 279 extinction threshold of 10 -9 g.m -3 during the simulation was deemed extinct and its biomass set to 280 zero to exclude ecologically unrealistic limit cycles. Stoichiometric constraints dampened the paradox of enrichment, reducing fluctuations at high 288 nutrient levels and hence increasing persistence. However, stoichiometric constraints also reduced 289 the persistence of the consumer at low and high temperatures. As a result, the overall effect of 290 stoichiometric constraints on stability depends on its relative influence on population fluctuations 291 versus consumer persistence. In the two following paragraphs, we explain in more detail these 292 results and highlight key differences between the outcomes from RM and SRM models. 293
294
The RM model predicts that increasing nutrient concentration is strongly destabilizing: the system 295 shifts from a stable equilibrium point to limit cycles (i.e. the system crosses a Hopf bifurcation). 296
This agrees with the paradox of enrichment. As population biomass fluctuations (i.e. cycle 297 amplitude) increase with nutrient concentration, minimal population densities are very low at high 298 nutrient concentrations leading to the extinction of both the consumer and resource once the 299 extinction threshold is crossed (Fig. 1 ). In the range of temperatures where the consumer persists, 300 warming does not have a strong influence on the nutrient concentration at which the system shifts 301 from the stable equilibrium point to limit cycles, although this qualitative shift is absent at very 302 high temperatures (i.e. 32°C) when the consumer is close to extinction. Warming decreases 303 fluctuation amplitude and thus dampens extinctions driven by the paradox of enrichment, which 304 results in warming enhancing the persistence of the consumer-resource system at high nutrient 305 concentrations. However, very warm and cold temperatures cause the extinction of the consumer 306 (see below for the mechanisms underlying extinctions), releasing resources from top-down control. 307
Overall, we found that, without considering the extinction threshold of 10 -9 g.m -3 (see Model 308 14 parametrisation and simulations), both the consumer and the resource can persist in 74% of the 309 temperature-nutrient concentration scenarios (i.e. black + orange areas in Fig 1C) . Nevertheless, 310 when considering the extinction threshold, they persist in only 21% of the temperature-nutrient 311 scenarios (i.e. black area in Fig. 1c) indicating that extinctions driven by population fluctuations 312 are highly prevalent in the RM model. 313
314
In contrast, the SRM model shows that increasing nutrient concentrations causes fewer fluctuations 315 than those observed for the RM model (Fig. 1) . This is because: (1) more nutrients are needed to 316 shift the system from a stable equilibrium point to limit cycles-the system can indeed persist 317 without fluctuations up to 0.02 gP.m -3 whereas it was only up to 0.0005 gP.m -3 in the RM model-318 and (2) when the system fluctuates, the amplitude of the fluctuations is smaller in the SRM than in 319 the RM model. As a result, stoichiometric constraints dampen the amplitude of population 320 fluctuations (i.e. the paradox of enrichment) and hence increase system persistence at high nutrient 321 levels. While the qualitative effect of temperature is similar to that observed in the RM model, the 322 thermal thresholds for consumer persistence are reduced at low and high temperatures in the SRM 323 predictions. Moreover, thermal thresholds remain almost constant along the nutrient gradient in the 324 RM model, whereas in the SRM model they depend on nutrient concentration, with a smaller 325 thermal range at low nutrient levels compared to high nutrient levels (Fig. 1) . The consumer is thus 326 more likely to go extinct at low nutrient concentrations and extreme temperatures in the SRM 327 model than in the RM model. Overall, system persistence for the SRM model was 44% without 328 considering the extinction threshold and 37% when considering it. In other words, without 329 considering extinctions driven by very low biomass densities, the SRM model predicts lower 330 persistence of the consumer compared to RM model but it is the opposite pattern when considering 331 extinctions driven by very low biomass densities. We thus conclude that the RM model predicts 332 
Biomass distribution 336
We next compared the predictions of both models for consumer-resource biomass ratios along the 337 temperature and nutrient gradients (Fig. 2) . We found that the RM model systematically predicts 338 inverted biomass pyramids. In contrast, the SRM model predicts both biomass pyramids and 339 inverted pyramids depending on temperature and nutrient levels. The RM model systemically 340 predicts that, as soon as the consumer can persist, its population biomass density systematically 341 exceeds the resource population biomass density (Fig. 2) . With the SRM model, the biomass ratios 342 are below one at low nutrient levels (Fig. 2) . However, at medium and high nutrient levels, the 343 ratios are above one as soon as the consumer can persist. We found qualitatively similar results 344 when considering unstable equilibrium points (Fig. S2) 
Consumer energetic efficiency of the consumer and assimilation efficiency 358
The persistence of the consumer at low and high temperatures is driven by the energetic efficiency 359 EE of the consumer (i.e. its feeding rate relative to metabolic losses) calculated as follows: 360
Where f(R * ) is the functional response of the consumer at resource density R * (i.e. the resource 362 equilibrium density in absence of the consumer). We recall that the assimilation efficiency e is a 363 function of resource quality QR in the SRM model whereas it is constant in the RM model. The 364 intuitive interpretation of eqn. 9 is that EE should be above one for the consumer population to 365 growth and persist. 366
367
To better understand the influence of stoichiometric constraints on consumer persistence, we thus 368 investigated differences in the RM and SRM model predictions regarding the consumer energetic 369 efficiency EE along the temperature gradient at two nutrient concentrations (Fig. 3) . For both 370 models, energetic efficiency at equilibrium (i.e. static effect) has a hump-shaped relationship with 371 temperature with maximal efficiency values at medium temperatures. While this unimodal shape 372 is conserved across nutrient levels and models, the RM model systematically predicts higher 373 consumer energetic efficiency values than the SRM model because consumer assimilation 374 efficiency is lower in the SRM than in the RM model (Fig. S3) . As a result, the temperatures at 375 which energetic efficiency falls below one and drives consumers extinct are more extreme in the 376 RM model compared to the SRM model (Fig. 3) . In other words, energetic efficiency is above one 377 for a narrower thermal range in the SRM model. 378 379 380 381
Dynamical feedbacks due to the stoichiometric constraints 382
The second mechanism by which stoichiometric constraints influence consumer-resource stability 383 and biomass distribution is the dynamical feedbacks due to stoichiometric constraints on the 384 resource population growth rate and on the consumer energetic efficiency. In the SRM model, the 385 growth rate of the resource population depends on both the total nutrient load and the consumer 386 population density as QR = (Ntot -QCC)/R. In other words, when consumer population increases, 387 this decreases resource population growth leading to a negative feedback on consumer population 388 growth rate. In addition to this first dynamical feedback, there is a second dynamical feedback as 389 the consumer population growth rate also depends on QR and thus on its own biomass density. 390
Thus, also this second negative feedback loop limits the consumer population growth rate when its 391 density increases. Altogether, dynamical feedbacks reduce strongly the amplitude of population 392 fluctuations, which in turn increases resource and consumer persistence. 393
394
To separate the static and dynamic effects of the stoichiometric constraints, we calculated the 395 values of assimilation efficiencies and carrying capacities predicted by the SRM model for each 396 temperature-nutrient scenario (Fig. S3 ) and used these effective parameter values to replace the 397 values of parameters e and K in the RM model for each temperature-nutrient scenario. In other 398 words, we calculated average values of e and K in the dynamic SRM model and used them as 399 constant input parameters in the RM model. We then simulated population dynamics along the 400 temperature-nutrient gradient using the RM model with these effective parameters; referred 401 hereafter as effective RM model (Fig. 4) . Comparing predictions from the RM, effective RM, and 402 SRM models allowed to disentangle the static stoichiometric effects (when going from the RM to 403 the effective RM predictions; can affect predictions on how temperature and nutrients influence community stability and biomass 426 distribution across trophic levels. We thus argue that considering stoichiometric constraints is an 427 important step toward a better understanding of the effects of global change on ecosystems. 428
430
Stoichiometric constraints and temperature can dampen the paradox of enrichment 431
We showed that both stoichiometric constraints and temperature dampen the negative effect of 432 nutrient enrichment on consumer-resource fluctuations and increase system persistence at high 433 nutrient levels. Temperature effects are driven by physiological mechanisms. In agreement with 434 previous empirical studies, our model parametrization reflects the observation we found that 435 metabolic loss rates increase faster with warming than consumer feeding rates (Vucic-Pestic et al. composed of the same essential elements (N, P, and C), which implies that, when consumer or 443 resource population biomass increases, it reduces the pool of free nutrients available for the growth 444 of the resource population. Therefore, more nutrients are needed to shift the system from a stable 445 equilibrium to population cycles. In other words, the paradox of enrichment is displaced to higher 446 nutrient concentrations (i.e., the position of the Hopf bifurcation is shifted to higher nutrient levels). 447
448
In addition to the static effect above, we found two dynamic effects that correspond to negative 449 dynamical feedbacks of the consumer and the resource on themselves. When consumer population 450 increases, it decreases the population growth rate of the resource by limiting nutrient availability, 451 diminishing resource biomass, which, in turn, decreases the consumer population growth rate. 452
Conversely, when the resource biomass increases, this decreases the nutrient content of the 453 resource, which, in turn, limits the growth rates of both the resource and consumer populations. 
